Programming STEAM projects using

SMART:Blox

Α modular, low cost, easy to use,
intuitive, flexible and diverse set of
hardware devices and software
aiming to teach Computer
programming to young students
within STEAM educational curriculum.

The set includes:
 ARDicon, an icon and logic block driven programming application that
makes program coding so simple to understand and easy to implement
as a game. The application concentrates on the algorithmic thinking of
the students and offers a unique algorithm to program code interface to
learn Arduino and C languages code programming.

ARDicon controller, an Arduino ARM CPU based controller,
especially designed for plug and play setup of circuits that
needs no wiring or electronics knowledge. Connects to any
PC or Android PAD. No wiring, no “spaghetti” development
boards, no electronics background needed.
 Electronic input output sets of devices in building block cases which allow
the students to be trained in the basics of programming and computer
science while create their own constructions and models with simple
plastic, low cost building bricks.
 C-STEAM, a didactic process which, in parallel to the computer
programming teachings, is educating students by exploring important
principles of Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Math through a
plethora of unique single or team oriented projects and tasks while
introduces the students to the algorithm thinking levels for programming.

C-STEAM methodology
Algorithmic problem-solving -> Computing -> Projects

Students perform the following
typical steps in the C-STEAM
coursework.
•Define the Algorithm and the
programming logic of the
project.
•Sketch the flowchart of the
Algorithm.
•Transform the Algorithm to
programming code using the
ARDicon icon and logic block
tools which produce the
program code.
• Load, Compile, Run while
observing the created code
and its syntax on the
application Terminal screen.
•Monitor their program via a
Run simulation.
•Construct, test, experiment,
revise, add ideas to the
working project.

The aim of the C-STEAM didactic method is to
initially focus more on students developing
Algorithmic thinking and problem-solving and less
in code syntax.
By achieving that, students will find that coding
their ideas to a program in the C-STEAM tutorials
and projects is as easy as playing a game.
That is the benefit of using SMART:Blox (SB) and the
C-STEAM didactic process.
It is a brand new concept and unique that offers a
complete hardware and software set in one
package and supports a 4th generation didactic
system combining the power of STEAM learning
with computer programming.
The SB didactic set is self sufficient… No internet is
required to operate. No clouds or servers. No
remote compilers. No remote libraries. No
additional hardware. No wirings and bread
boards. No complexity with electronics....

And all the above within all
sectors of STEAM projects…

Didactic subjects
C-STEAM A and B
STEAM concept: Technology and Engineering.
Computer science core concept: Control programming.
C-STEAM C
STEAM concept: Mathematics and Art.
Computer science core concept: Math function computation and Binary logic.
C-STEAM D
STEAM concept: Natural Science – Physics, Chemistry, Biology.
Computer science concept: Data Acquisition Computing in Sciences.

SB DEVICE SETS
The various sets of SB
devices provided here
are recommended for
the proposed curriculum
of C-STEAM projects
offered in Smart:Blox.

BASIC SET
1 ARDicon ACD15G Controller
1 ARDicon Software License
3 UTP cables
1 USB cable
1 S1 set of SB devices - 15pcs

S1
The basic set configuration includes Input and Output devices useful
to understand programming functions, design and construct control
projects in a step by step process. With this set students explore
programming using all functions and achieve a vey high first level of
programming and computer control.

+

S1A
An add-on set of devices to the S1 Basic kit offering more Input and
Output devices and more extensive programming. The following
devices are provided with their accessories.

+

+

+

S1ECO
An add-on set of devices to the kits S1 Basic and S1A offering more
Input and Output devices and more programming training in Ecology
oriented projects. The following devices are provided with their
accessories. Prefabricated experimental kits are provided optionally.

S2 AUTO
An add-on set of devices to the kits S1 Basic and S1A offering more
Input and Output devices and more programming training in motion
and automation technology oriented projects. The following devices
are provided with their accessories. Prefabricated experimental kits
are provided optionally.

S3 PCB
An add-on set of devices to the S1 Basic kit offering more Input and
Output devices and more programming training in Physics, Chemistry
and Biology oriented experiments. The following devices are provided
with their accessories. Prefabricated experimental kits are provided
optionally.

+

S4 MATH
An add-on set of devices to the S1 Basic kit offering more Input and
Output devices and more programming training in Mathematics
oriented experiments. The following devices are provided with their
accessories. Prefabricated experimental kits are provided optionally.

If user needs any other type of device beyond and above to the provided curriculum needs, they can be provided at any time by Polytech and fully
integrated in the SMART:Blox programming environment.

S3 PCB
Physics, Chemistry and
Biology laboratory

This laboratory turns the SB set to Science lab...
The benefit of the SB set S3 PCB and the
ARDicon, besides being a programming tool for
STEAM projects, is that S3 PCB works as a Data
Acquisition system and a Digital Science Lab.

The S3 PCB kit is the heart for the science experiments...
It is a set of data acquisition data logger, sensors, electrical Input and Output devices
that can be used across all of the experimental Physics, Chemistry and Biology lab work.

In the S3 PCB kit, the ARDicon controller is not only the programming platform as in the
rest of the SB sets, but also operates as a state-of-the-art datalogger using the ARDicon
DAQ program supplied with the set.
The sets comes complete with a data acquisition application version of ARDicon DAQ
with data recording and graphs, calibration, function implementation, output control in
experiments and many more features.

S5 RENEWABLE ENERGIES

The S5 GE device sets are provided for training in Renewable energies. They aim to teach
the students through experimentation and digital means the operating principles of
transforming to electrical power the following renewable energies:

S5 SL Solar kit
Solar energy to electrical energy transformation principals, Solar
cells operations and performance principles.

S5 WD Wind kit
Wind energy to electrical energy transformation principals, wind
turbines operational and performance characteristics.

S5 FC Fuel Cells kit
Bio fuel and Hydrogen fuel energy to electrical energy
transformation principals, fuel cell operational and
performance characteristics.

S5 EM Electromechanical kit
Mechanical energy to electrical energy transformation
principals, generator operational and performance
characteristics.

S5 TE Thermoelectric kit
Thermal energy to electrical energy transformation principal,
TEG operational and performance characteristics.

S5 GE Data Acquisition and Control kit
Data acquisition system with data analysis software, sensors,
variable electrical loads and all necessary auxiliaries to
evaluate the energy transformation principals and
performance characteristics in each S5 set.

S5 RENEWABLE ENERGIES

The S5 GE kit is the heart for the Green Energy experiments. It is a set of data acquisition,
sensors, electrical loads and even Output devices that can be used across all of the
experimental subsets of the Green Energy Resources.

S5 GE kit turns each of the Renewable Energy sets to real scientific setups by providing:
 digital measurements and calculations,
 digital Input and output control,
 measurements in a grid of renewable energy sources,
 graphic results,
 data tables, analysis and statistics.
The lab works do not just exhaust to the indicative results but explore all possible parameters and
relate very closely to the real engineering principles of the Renewable energy technology, the
physical laws in the energy transformations and their applications.

